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I. Match the words with their meanings.  

 

Desired – pinnacle – worldwide – competition – iconic – significantly – decline – court – conquer -  
unprecedented - wealth 

 

1.  ____________________   a large amount of money or valuable possessions   

2.  ____________________   that is wanted 

3.  ____________________   very famous or popular, especially because it represents 

particular time 

4.  ____________________   a situation in which someone is trying to be more successful 

than someone else 

5. ____________________    by a large amount 

6. ____________________   existing in all parts of the world 

7. ____________________   never having happened in the past 

8. ____________________   to gradually become less, worse 

9. ____________________   the most successful part or achievement 

10. ____________________  to take control of foreign land by force 

11. ____________________ the official home of a queen or king  

 

 

II Match the numbers in the list to make facts about London. Watch the video N°1 and 

check your answers. 

https://allprofessionalenglish.blogspot.com/2018/12/history-of-london-from-romans-to-

modern.html    

 

        1300        – 1666         – 50        – 20 - 45,000 - 1/3 - 1040s 

 

1.    The year when the Roman founded Londinium =            _______________________ 

2.    The population of Londinium in the second century =     _______________________ 

3.    The height of the wall surrounding Londinium =             _______________________ 

4.    The period of time Edward the Confessor moved his court to Westminster Abbey= 

________________ 

5.    The part of the London population killed by the Black Death = ________________ 

6.    The year the Great Fire of London broke out =                 _______________________  

7.    The number of houses destroyed by the Great Fire of London___________________ 

https://allprofessionalenglish.blogspot.com/2018/12/history-of-london-from-romans-to-modern.html
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III Watch Video N°2, then fill in the gaps with the Active or Passive Voice of the verbs in 

brackets.   

https://allprofessionalenglish.blogspot.com/2018/12/history-of-london-from-romans-to-

modern.html    

 

 

Medieval London 1)_________(grow) bigger and was a lively place. It had a horse market 

where horse races and public executions took place attracting large crowds. Londoners 

2)__________(enjoy) archery tournaments, wrestling and ice-skating in winters but it also 

could be a brutal place to live. For example, the city had suffered from numerous plague 

outbreaks. The biggest one known as the Black Death which 3)________(kill) almost 1/3 

of the city population. But the biggest disaster to hit London of that time was the Great Fire 

of 1666. Most of the buildings of the City 4)__________(make) of wood, and when a small 

fire 5)__________(start) in a baker’s house, the wind 6)__________(spread) the fire 

rapidly across the town. More than 1300 houses 7)__________(destroy) before sailors 

8)__________(manage) to stop the fire. To prevent such a disaster from happening again 

the king commanded that all new houses in London should 9)__________(build) of brick 

and stone. Despite the disasters, London was growing bigger and wealthier particularly 

when the British Empire was becoming more powerful in the world. Colonisation and 

maritime-driven trade 10)_____________(provide) the Empire with unprecedented wealth 

turning London into the world’s busiest port city and a banking capital by the 18th century. 

The pinnacle of London’s accelerated development was during Queen Victoria’s reign, 

when the population of the city 11)___________(grow) from 1 million to 6 million in just 

one century.  This was a result of dynamic industrialization, railway construction as well as 

the opening of the first ever underground metro in 1863. 

In the 20th century the city 12)____________(shape) by two world wars. Particularly 

during World War II London heavily 13)___________(damage) and tens of thousands 

14)____________( kill) by the intensive bombing of the City. 

Today London is a vibrant and multicultural city of almost nine million and 

15)____________(remain) one of the world capitals of finance, art and fashion. So if you 

had a chance to spend a day in any historical period of London of your choice, which year 

would it be and why?   

 

VII Watch the video again and answer the questions  

 

1 When was London founded?  

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

2 Why was the location near the Thames chosen for the city?  

_________________________________________________________________________  
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3 Was London an important centre for economy and commerce in all periods of its history? 

  

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

4 What tribes fought for control over London?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

5 What invaders conquered London?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

6 What were the biggest disasters that shaped London? 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


